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Shaikh Khalid praises HM the King's Endurance Cup
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Manama, Feb. 3. (BNA)-- Bahrain Royal Equestrian and
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Federation
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preparations to host the season’s most prominent race
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HM the King’s Cup Endurance Ride Championship for
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Seniors & Juniors, which will be held next Saturday,
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Feb. 8, at the Bahrain International Endurance Village,
in line with the directives of the Chairman of the
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Supreme Council for Youth and Sport, President of the
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Bahrain
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Civil service culture

Olympic

Committee

and

the

Honorary

President of BREEF Shaikh Nasser bin Hamad Al
Khalifa.
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Al Khalidiya Stables Captain Shaikh Khalid bin Hamad Al Khalifa affirmed the importance of HM the King's Cup,
noting that the race, which carries a dear name for everyone, represents an opportunity for the riders to
participate and showcase their skills.
He added that the race creates an atmosphere of strong and fair competition and provides equal chances of
winning to all participants, noting that it is one of the most important and distinctive tournaments in a series
of tournaments organised by BREEF.
He expected that the tournament will achieve an unprecedented success, specially that all the committees
are keen to finish all the organisation-related issues by providing all requirements of success.
He added that he has confidence in the capabilities of the riders of local stables, Royal Endurance Team and
Khalidiya stables to achieve positive and outstanding results in this exciting Cup, emphasising the
remarkable development achieved by Bahraini riders led by Shaikh Nasser.
He predicted a strong and tough competition, especially with the participation of the most prominent riders of
the Royal Endurance Team and local stables, stressing riders’ keenness to participate in this competition and
achieve high results.
Royal Endurance Team manager Dr. Khalid Ahmed Hassan confirmed the readiness of the team and pointed
out the Team’s desire to keep their outstanding presence in all races and tournaments in line with Shaikh
Nasser’s directives to show the Bahraini and Royal Endurance Team’s riders real image.
He expressed his appreciation to Shaikh Nasser and Shaikh Khalid for their constant support and he
expected an interesting cup with the participation of the best riders.
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